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Dear Reader, 

Welcome to the third Newsletter of the “EcoDESforFOOD+ Project: 

Eco-DESsing training for agricultural and FOOD industry ” funded by 

the European Commission under the Erasmus+ Program. This Newslet-

ter aims to keep you up-to-date with the progress of the project and 

in particular with its results. Here you will find an introduction to the 

project aims, project partners and the updating on the activities that 

have taken place within the project until now. 

What is EcoDESforFOOD+?  

The EcoDESforFOOD+ project is a 

newly funded EU Erasmus+ project 

created with the aim of poviding 

an holistic training in ecodesign 

food packaging for the agro-food 

industry proffesionals. 

The main result of the Project will 

be the development of an online 

platform which will contain an e-

learning training course with the 5 

strategic thematic areas of the 

Project: Environmental Impact As-

sessment. Techniques and metho-

dologies, Waste packaging mana-

gement, New materials and best 

choices for agrifood industry,  Eco-
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packaging and food packaging,  

Package-food interactions, sen-

sory quality and shelf-life. They will 

be adapted to the needs of this 

sector in Europe with open access 

to all interested events. 

The target group to which this trai-

ning is aimed to integrates several 

professional profiles as industrial 

design engineers, industrial engi-

neers, graphic designers, mana-

gers of food companies, agri-food 

entrepreneurs and marketing pro-

fessionals, among others.  

The EcoDESforFOOD+ project runs 

until October 2017. 

EcoDESforFOOD+ general information and partners 

The project is co-financed by the 

European Union. 

Program: ERASMUS + 

Key Action: Cooperation for Inno-

vation and Exchange of good 

practices  

Field: Strategic partnerships for 

vocational education and training 

Call: 2015 

Coordinator: 

Aula Dei Scientific and Technolo-

gical Park Foundation –  

(Spain) 

Partners: 

University of Zaragoza – 

(Spain) 

Luleå University of Technology – 

 (Sweden) 

(Cyprus) 
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How are we doing with the progress if the different planned activities? 

In the following section you will see a review of the different 

planned activities to be carried out within the framework of 

the Project, as well as a brief description of each one and the 

DEVELOPMENT OF INTELLECTUAL OUTPUTS: 

The ECODES project´s Intellectual Outputs are almost finished! 

Module 1: Techniques and methodologies for assessing envi-

ronmental impact 

Module 2: Environmental Impact Assessment 

- Module 3: Alternatives for packaging waste management, 

recovery techniques, and final waste disposal 

- Module 4: Materials: new materials and better alternatives for 

the agri-food industry 

- Module 5: Eco-packaging and food packaging 

- Module 6: Interactions packaging - food, sensorial quality 

and life time depending on the type of packaging. Best Avai-

lable Technologies 

ACTIVITY 1: 

ACTIVITY 2: 

TRANSLATION OF E-LEARNING MODULES 

The translation of all contents has already implemented in the 

4 languages such as Spanish, Swedish and Greek.  

Final issues will take place during summer so that all the con-

tents meet the quality creteria of the learning outcomes.  

ACTIVITY 4: 

ACTIVITY 3: 

USER INTERFACE AND USER EXPERIENCE DESING 

OF THE PLATFORM 

University of Zaragoza undertook the design and development 

of the EcodesforFood e-learning platform based on Moodle 

tools. This has been evaluated to be the most efficient e-

learining platforrm that could meet the specification of the 

learning goals. 

At the end of July the platfrom witll be ready to be evaluated 

by the partners. 

OPTIMISATION OF THE PLATFORM  

This profile will be based on the above description, considering 

those competences that are relevant to the food and packa-

ging sectors, and completing it with a description of the lear-

ning outcomes that students from different countries will ac-

quire through participation in the ECODES training course. 

ACTIVITY 5: 

The next steps include the planning of the piloting period as 

well as the final steps towards Project’s finalisation.  

Moreover, the Project will update the existing website with a 

new one more user friendly based on UI/UX analysis.  

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES 

 Presentation of  Ecodesforfoof at the School of Engineering 

of Rioja 

 Presentation of the Polytechinc School  of  Huesca 
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EcoDESforFOOD+ Project – spreading over stakeholders  

Several articles about EcoDESforFOOD+ project have been published in different newspapers and the 

EcoDES consortium is permanently constructing connections to local and national agencies, organizati-

ons, agro-businesses and designers in general to involve them in this innovative training project. These 

entities would be aimed to feed on the discussions about different issues within all the thematic fields 

and to improve the e-learning platform contents and activities. 

Are you interested in learning more about the project?  

Visit our website 

http://ecodes4food.com/ 

The 4th EcoDESforFOOD partners meeting took pla-

ce in Lulea, Sweden on the 13th and 14th of June 

2017, at the premises of Lulea University. Partners 

discussed about the “Intellectual outputs, the e-

learning modules and their tranlsation in the diffe-

rent languages as well as about the platform inter-

faces. A major part of the meeting was devoted to 

the deisgn of the platform and the next steps such 

as piloting and final activities till the end of the pro-

ject . UNIZAR also presented an outline of the Eco-

DESforFOOD training platform. Another topic that 

was raised, concerned the dissemination of the 

project to the target groups interested on the pro-

jects’ outputs. During the meeting, the Consortium 

had a thorough review of a variety of manage-

ment aspects of the project, key roles and respon-

sibilities. The final partner meeting was also plan-

ned to take place in Zaragoza on 26th of October. 

Fourth transnational meeting in Lulea 
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